The moment you see something you
couldn’t before.
This is the moment we work for.
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How will doctors treat their patients in the
future? What role will photos and videos
play in the communications of tomorrow?
Just how far can the miniaturisation of
semiconductor structures go? These and
many other questions are what constantly
propel ZEISS to new heights of excellence.
As a pioneer of innovative technology and one
of the global leaders in the fields of optics and
opto-electronics, ZEISS has always challenged
the limits of human imagination. This passion
for perfection is the driving force behind all
the company’s business groups. With this goal
always in sight, ZEISS creates consumer benefits
and inspires the world to see things that were
invisible before.
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The moment you can choose any frame
without compromising your vision.
ZEISS Progressive Lens
Precision Plus.

Fashion trends are constantly evolving.
ZEISS Progressive Lens Precision Plus responds
to the need for unlimited frame choice.

ZEISS Progressive Lens Precision Plus responds in World
novatio
n
to this challenge with unlimited freedom in frame
choice and fast adaptation to the spectacle lenses.

Your eyes are challenged like never before
The eye movement behaviour learned from wearing
previous spectacles, has to adapt each time you decide
to wear a new frame in a new size or shape. Moreover,
not all progressive lenses fit in all frames.

The first progressive lenses with Adaptation Control™
Technology, considers your accustomed eye movement from
far to near zone and optimises the lenses in the new frame
accordingly. FrameFit+® Technology, also ensures
better vision with progressive lenses in any frame, even in
special frame shapes (e.g. aviator frames).
Main benefits
• Unlimited frame choice
• Fast adaptation to the lenses – in any frame
• Strain-free vision when using print media or digital
devices for people aged 40+
• Fast focus and dynamic vision all day long
• Thin and lightweight lenses.

Ask your optician to optimise your vision for a
constantly evolving world.

